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PRO MARINE DISTRIBUTING
AND ZIPWAKE ANNOU NCE
SALES AG ENCY AG REEMENT
FOR US E AST COAST

Pro Marine Distributing supports the US recreational and commercial marine market by providing
some of the most innovative marine products from
around the world. The company has been appointed distributor for the North American East Coast
for Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control System by the
Swedish company.

“We are convinced that Zipwake product range will
be well supported by a great team in Pro Marine
Distributing having a long and valuable experience
from the marine industry and a driving force to develop the presence of Zipwake among the US Boat
manufacturers, Buying groups, dealers and service
yards” says Göran Fredin of Zipwake.

The Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control System is a stateof-the-art stand-alone trim control system that optimizes the performance and ride comfort of planning
and semi-plaining power boats between 6 m and 18
m (20-60 ft).
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Pro Marine Distributing will be responsible in the territory for increasing awareness among the US Boat
Builders and boat owners of the Swedish manufacturer´s latest development in fast acting motion control
systems.
Ted Norris, CEO of Pro Marine Distributing says “
adding Zipwake to the range of products that
we distribute allows us to offer, what we believe, is
the most innovative product in the marine industry
in many years. We are extremely pleased to have
signed the distribution agreement with Zipwake
and are already working with several high profile
boat builders who have expressed strong interest
in Zipwake and the benefits it offers in addition we
have seen rapid sales into the retro fit market as well.
By offering such an innovative, advanced product
at a value driven price point we expect Zipwake to
excel in the US marketplace.”
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For more information about Zipwake, please visit
www.zipwake.com
www.promarinedistributing.com
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